Let G be a graph in which each vertex has been coloured using one of k colours, say c1; c2; : : : ; c k . If an m-cycle C in G has ni vertices coloured ci, i = 1; 2; : : : ; k, and |ni − nj| 6 1 for any i; j ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; k}, then C is equitably k-coloured. An m-cycle decomposition C of a graph G is equitably k-colourable if the vertices of G can be coloured so that every m-cycle in C is equitably k-coloured. For m = 4; 5 and 6, we completely settle the existence problem for equitably 3-colourable m-cycle decompositions of complete graphs and complete graphs with the edges of a 1-factor removed.
Introduction
An m-cycle decomposition of a graph G is a set C of m-cycles in G that partitions the edge set of G. Let Kv denote the complete graph of order v and, for v even, let Kv − F denote the graph obtained from Kv by removing the edges of a 1-factor. It is known that there exists an m-cycle decomposition of Kv if and only if v ¿ m, v is odd, and m divides v(v − 1)=2, and it is known that there exists an m-cycle decomposition of Kv − F if and only if v ¿ m, v is even, and m divides v(v − 2)=2; see [2] and [8] .
A colouring of an m-cycle decomposition C of a graph G is an assignment of colours to the vertices of G. A kcolouring of C is a colouring in which k distinct colours are used. A k-colouring of an m-cycle decomposition C induces a colouring of each m-cycle in C. If ni is the number of vertices coloured ci in an m-cycle C ∈ C, then C is said to be equitably k-coloured if |ni − nj| 6 1 for any i; j ∈ {1; 2; : : : ; k} and an m-cycle decomposition C is said to be equitably k-coloured if every C ∈ C is equitably k-coloured. An m-cycle decomposition is said to be equitably k-colourable if it can be equitably k-coloured.
A 3-cycle decomposition of Kv is just a Steiner triple system of order v. There is extensive literature on colourings of Steiner triple systems and a ÿne survey can be found in [4] ; see also [3, 5, 6] . Much of the literature on vertex colourings of Steiner triple systems has focused on colourings in which each triple is assigned at least two distinct colours.
A simple counting argument shows that the only equitably 2-colourable Steiner triple system is the trivial system of order 3. Moreover, it is easy to see that for k ¿ 3, there exists an equitably k-colourable Steiner triple system of order v if and only if v = k and v ≡ 1 or 3 (mod 6). It is also straightforward to check that the only values of v for which there exists an equitably 3-colourable 3-cycle decomposition of Kv − F are v = 2 and 6. Thus, equitable 3-colourings of 3-cycle decompositions of Kv and Kv − F are not very interesting.
As we shall see, equitable k-colourings of m-cycle decompositions of Kv and Kv − F are no longer trivial when m ¿ 4. In [1] , necessary and su cient conditions for the existence of an equitably 2-colourable m-cycle decomposition of Kv and Kv − F are proved for all positive integers v in the cases m= 4, 5 and 6. Interestingly, it is also shown that for all v ≡ 1 or 5(mod 10), v = 5, there exists both an equitably 2-colourable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv and a 5-cycle decomposition of Kv that is not equitably 2-colourable.
Apart from [1] , the only results on colourings of m-cycle decompositions for m ¿ 4 are in [9] , where colourings of 4-cycle decompositions of Kv are considered. However, the results in [9] do not cover equitably colourable 4-cycle decompositions. Colourings of Steiner triple systems and Steiner quadruple systems in which the triples and quadruples have prescribed colour patterns are considered in [7] . This paper is primarily concerned with equitably 3-colourable m-cycle decompositions of Kv and Kv − F for m = 4; 5 and 6. In particular, our main result is the following theorem that completely settles the existence question for such decompositions.
Main Theorem.
• There exists an equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decomposition of Kv − F if and only if v ∈ {4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 18}. There exists an equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decomposition of Kv if and only if v = 9. 2 . These results, and some further restrictions on v for the existence of equitably (m − 1)-colourable m-cycle decompositions of Kv and Kv − F, are given in Section 2. Our main results on equitably 3-colourable m-cycle decompositions for m= 4, 5 and 6 are proved in Sections 3, 4 and 5, respectively.
We will require some additional notation which we introduce here. The m-cycle with edges {x1; x2}, {x2; x3}; : : : ; {xm; x1} will be denoted by (x1; x2; : : : ; xm). We use Kv − Ku to denote the graph obtained from Kv by removing the edges in a complete subgraph of order u (the vertices in this complete subgraph are called the hole). The complete bipartite graph with parts of size u and v is denoted by Ku;v, and, for even v, Ku;v+F is used to denote the graph obtained from Ku;v by adding v 2 independent edges joining vertices in the part of size v. We use K p(v) to denote the multipartite graph with p parts each containing v vertices. Finally, for vertex disjoint graphs G1 and G2, we deÿne G1 ∨ G2 to be the graph with vertex set V (G1) ∪ V (G2) and edge set consisting of the edges of G1, the edges of G2 and an edge uv for each u ∈ V (G1) and v ∈ V (G2).
Equitably (m − 1)-colourable m-cycle decompositions
Suppose that the vertices of a graph G have been coloured using m − 1 colours and that we wish to ÿnd an equitably (m − 1)-coloured m-cycle decomposition of G. Each equitably (m − 1)-coloured m-cycle in this decomposition must have two vertices of the same colour and m − 2 vertices each coloured di erently. If we consider the ith colour and all m-cycles in the decomposition containing two vertices of colour i, then we can separate these m-cycles into two groups: one group containing those m-cycles with a pure-coloured edge (an edge connecting the two vertices of colour i), and the other group containing those m-cycles without a pure-coloured edge. This limit on the number of m-cycles with a pure-coloured edge in turn limits the number of such edges in G. Hence, there is a limit on the number of vertices of each colour in G. This restricts the order of the graph for which an equitably (m − 1)-colourable m-cycle decomposition may exist. Indeed, upper limits on v are given for Kv and Kv − F in Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, respectively. Proof. Let xi be the number of vertices in Kv of colour i, for i =1; 2; : : : ; m−1. Suppose that the m-cycle decomposition of Kv contains i cycles with an edge connecting two vertices of colour i. Then for each i, i is the number of pure-coloured edges of colour i in Kv, so
The quantity in (1) must necessarily be less than or equal to the total number of m-cycles in the decomposition. We therefore obtain the following inequality:
Substituting v = m−1 i=1 xi, multiplying both sides by 2m and rearranging, we ÿnd that
From the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality,
Using (4) in the left-hand side of (3), we ÿnd that
and hence Proof. Deÿne xi and i as for the proof of Theorem 2.1. Since we are considering the decomposition of Kv − F, i now becomes
where fi is the number of edges in the 1-factor F that connect two vertices of colour i. Proceeding as before,
fi 6 v=2 and performing some minor manipulations, we ÿnd that
Using (4) in the left-hand side of (7), we ÿnd that
and hence 
Proof. First, note that x1 6 
Without loss of generality, suppose that j = 1 in (10) to obtain
Rearranging (11) we obtain 
Proof. We proceed by making use of the facts presented previously relating to the number of edges within a cycle that connect a vertex of colour j to vertices of any other colour i (i = j). In this case, x1 6 
Without loss of generality, suppose that j = 1 in (13) and substitute i =j fji ¿ 0 to obtain
Rearranging (14) we obtain Proof. An equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decomposition of Kv − F can exist only if the conditions of Theorem 2.2 and Lemma 3.1 are satisÿed. Indeed, we provide such decompositions for v ∈ {4; 6; 8; 10; 12; 18} in Appendix A. However, such decompositions do not exist for K14 − F and K16 − F since the inequality in Theorem 2.4 is not satisÿed for any integer x1 (x1 6 x2 6 x3) satisfying 1 6 x1 6 v 3 .
Equitably 3-colourable 4-cycle decompositions of Kv
The following lemma is well known. We prove the following: Proof. Let x be even. Take a PBD(x + 1; 3; 1) or a PBD(x + 1; {3; 5 * }; 1) and remove an element (if there is a block of size 5, remove an element which occurs in this block), and all of the blocks which contain that element. The result is a GDD[3; 1; 2; x] or a GDD[3; 1; {2; 4 * }; x], respectively.
We also make use of the existence results given in Lemmas 4.3-4.6. In one case we require three decompositions of the same graph with di erent vertex colourings, denoted as di erent Types. All decompositions in Lemma 4.3 except that of K22 − F were found by hand. The decomposition of K22 − F was found using a computational search. However, all decompositions in this paper have been checked using an algorithm distinct from that used to ÿnd the decomposition. Proof. Take a copy of K5 and blow up two elements by 8, in each case colouring two of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and three grey. Similarly, blow up another two elements by 8, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and three grey. Finally, blow up the remaining element by 8, in this case colouring two of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and four grey. Now adjoin two new points, ∞1 (coloured white) and ∞2 (coloured black). Place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 5(8) on the (blown-up) copy of K5 and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K10 − F on each (blown-up) element together with ∞1 and ∞2; if the (blown-up) element has three vertices coloured grey then use the Type C decomposition of K10 − F, otherwise use the Type A decomposition.
Lemma 4.6. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 5(10) .
Proof. Take a copy of K5 and decompose it into two copies of C5. Blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of C 5(10) on each (blown-up) copy of C5. Proof. An equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv − F can exist only if the conditions of Lemma 4.1 are satisÿed. We need to consider the two cases v ≡ 0 (mod 10) and v ≡ 2 (mod 10) separately.
Case 1: v ≡ 0 (mod 10). Express v as v = 10x. Now consider whether x is odd or even. Case 1.1: v = 10x, x odd. Take a PBD(x; 3; 1) or a PBD(x; {3; 5 * }; 1) and blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K10 − F (Type A) on each (blown-up) element and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(10) or K 5(10) on each (blown-up) block of size 3 or 5, respectively. Case 1.2: v = 10x, x even. Take a GDD[3; 1; 2; x] or a GDD[3; 1; {2; 4 * }; x] and blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(10) on each (blown-up) block and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K20 − F or K40 − F on g for each (blown-up) group g of size 20 or 40, respectively.
Case 2: v ≡ 2 (mod 10). Express v as v = 10x + 2. Now consider whether x is odd or even. Case 2.1: v = 10x + 2, x odd. Take a PBD(x; 3; 1) or a PBD(x; {3; 5 * }; 1) and blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Adjoin two new elements ∞1 and ∞2, one of which is coloured white and the other coloured black, and assume that these two points are not connected. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K12 − F on each (blown-up) element grouped with ∞1 and ∞2, and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(10) or K 5(10) on each (blown-up) block of size 3 or 5, respectively. Case 2.2: v = 10x + 2, x even. Take a GDD[3; 1; 2; x] or a GDD[3; 1; {2; 4 * }; x] and blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Adjoin two new elements ∞1 and ∞2, one of which is coloured white and the other coloured black and assume that these two points are not connected. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(10) on each (blown-up) block and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K22 − F or K42 − F on {∞1; ∞2} ∪ g for each (blown-up) group g of size 20 or 40, respectively.
Equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decompositions of Kv
When proving Theorem 4.2 we again make use of Lemma 4.2 and Corollary 4.1 as well as Lemma 4.7 and the existence results given in Lemma 4.6 and Lemmas 4.8-4.11. All decompositions were found by hand, except that of K21, which was found using a computational search. Proof. These are given in Appendix A. Proof. Take a PBD(9; 3; 1). Choose an arbitrary element of the PBD(9; 3; 1) and blow it up by 5, colouring two of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and one grey. For two of the triples containing this arbitrary point, blow up the four other elements in the triples by 5, in each case colouring one of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and two grey. For the remaining two triples containing the arbitrary point, also blow up the four other elements in the triples by 5, in each case colouring two of the (blown-up) elements white, one black and two grey. Place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K5 on each of the (blown-up) elements except the arbitrary element. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(5) on each of the (blown-up) blocks. Proof. An equitably 3-colourable 5-cycle decomposition of Kv can exist only if the conditions of Lemma 4.7 are satisÿed. We need to consider the two cases v ≡ 1 (mod 10) and v ≡ 5 (mod 10) separately.
Case 1: v ≡ 1 (mod 10). Express v as v = 10x + 1. Now consider whether x is odd or even. and blow up each element by 10, in each case colouring three of the (blown-up) elements white, three black and four grey. Adjoin ÿve new elements ∞1; ∞2; : : : ; ∞5 and colour two of these elements white, two black and one grey. Then place an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K5 on the points ∞1; ∞2; : : : ; ∞5, an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K 3(10) on each (blown-up) block and an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K25 − K5 or K45 − K5 on {∞1; ∞2; : : : ; ∞5} ∪ g for each (blown-up) group g of size 20 or 40 respectively, with the hole on the vertices {∞1; ∞2; : : : ; ∞5}.
Equitably 3-colourable 6-cycle decompositions
Clearly, if m ≡ 0 (mod 3), then an equitably 3-colourable m-cycle must contain equal numbers of white, black and grey vertices. Thus, for m ≡ 0 (mod 3), an equitably 3-colourable m-cycle decomposition of Kv or Kv − F can exist only if v ≡ 0 (mod 3).
Equitably 3-colourable 6-cycle decompositions of Kv − F
The following Lemma is well known. We also make use of the following existence results, which were found by hand, when proving Theorem 5.1.
Lemma 5.2. There exist equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decompositions of K6 − F and K6;6.
Proof. These are given in Appendix A. Let K6x − F = G1 ∨ G2 ∨ · · · ∨ Gx, where Gi ∼ = K6 − F, and let the vertex set of Gi be Vi for 1 6 i 6 x. For each i, 1 6 i 6 x, colour two vertices of Vi white, two black and two grey. Place a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K6;6 on Vi ∨ Vj for 1 6 i ¡ j 6 x. Then place a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K6 − F on Vi for 1 6 i 6 x.
Equitably 3-colourable 6-cycle decompositions of Kv
The following Lemma is well known. The existence results in Lemmas 5.2, 5.4 and 5.5 are used when proving Theorem 5.2. While the decomposition of K9 was found by hand, that of K9;12+F was found using a computational search.
Lemma 5.4. There exist equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decompositions of K9 and K9;12+F .
Proof. These are given in Appendix A.
Lemma 5.5. There exists an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K12;12.
Proof. Take a copy of K4 − F and blow up each element by 6, in each case colouring two of the (blown-up) elements white, two black and two grey. Then place a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K6;6 on each edge of the (blown-up) copy of K4 − F.
We prove the following: Let K12x+9 = G0 ∨ G1 ∨ G2 ∨ · · · ∨ Gx, where G0 ∼ = K9 and Gi ∼ = K12 for 1 6 i 6 x. Let the vertex set of Gi be Vi for 0 6 i 6 x. For i = 0 colour three vertices of V0 white, three black and three grey and for each i, 1 6 i 6 x, colour four vertices of Vi white, four black and four grey. Place a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K9 on V0 and a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K12 − F on Vi for 1 6 i 6 x. Then place a copy of an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K12;12 on Vi ∨ Vj for 1 6 i ¡ j 6 x and an equitably 3-coloured 6-cycle decomposition of K9;12+F on V0 ∨ Vi for 1 6 i 6 x.
Appendix A.
Unless otherwise stated, within this appendix, vertices subscripted w, b and g are coloured white, black and grey, respectively. A.2. Equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decompositions K5: Let the vertex set of K5 be {01; 11; 02; 12; 03}, where the subscript is used to denote the di erent colours. Then an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K5 is given by: (01; 11; 02; 12; 03); (01; 02; 03; 11; 12).
A.1. Equitably 3-coloured 4-cycle decompositions
K10 − F: We present three decompositions of K10 − F. The decomposition denoted Type A has three white, three black and four grey vertices. The decomposition denoted Type B has two vertices of one colour and four each of the other two colours (one of which is grey). The decomposition denoted Type C has three vertices of colour 1, four of colour 2 and three grey vertices. For Types B and C, colours are denoted by 1, 2 and g since the white and black vertices are interchanged depending on the decomposition required for the construction. Type B: Let the vertex set of K10 − F be {01; 11; 02; 12; 22; 32; 0g; 1g; 2g; 3g}, with the edges in F {01; 11}, {02; 12}, {22; 32}, {0g; 1g}, and {2g; 3g}, then a suitable decomposition of K10 − F is given by: (01; 02; 22; 2g; 0g); (01; 12; 32; 3g; 1g); (11; 32; 02; 0g; 3g); (11; 22; 12; 1g; 2g); (01; 22; 0g; 12; 2g); (01; 32; 1g; 02; 3g); (11; 02; 2g; 32; 0g); (11; 12; 3g; 22; 1g):
Type C: Let the vertex set of K10 − F be {01; 11; 21; 02; 12; 22; 32; 0g; 1g; 2g}, with the edges in F {01; 11}, {21; 02}, {12; 22}, {32; 0g}, and {1g; 2g}, then a suitable decomposition of K10 − F is given by: (1g; 32; 12; 21; 01); (2g; 32; 02; 11; 21); (21; 1g; 0g; 22; 32); (21; 0g; 2g; 02; 22); (01; 0g; 02; 12; 2g); (1g; 02; 01; 32; 11); (2g; 22; 01; 12; 11); (11; 0g; 12; 1g; 22): K11: Let the vertex set of K11 be Z11, with vertices 0, 3 and 6 coloured white, vertices 1, 4, 7 and 9 coloured black and vertices 2, 5, 8 and 10 coloured grey. Working modulo 11, the starter cycle (0; 1; 10; 2; 6) generates an equitably 3-coloured 5-cycle decomposition of K11. K15 − K5: Let the vertex set of K15 − K5 be {01w; 11w; 0 1b ; 1 1b ; 01g} ∪ {02w; 12w; 22w; 0 2b ; 1 2b ; 2 2b ; 02g; 12g; 22g; 32g}, with the hole on the vertices with ÿrst subscript equal to 1. A suitable decomposition of K15 − K5 is given by: (12w; 22g; 1 2b ; 02g; 2 2b ); (02w; 32g; 2 2b ; 12g; 1 2b ); (0 2b ; 32g; 12w; 02g; 02w); (2 2b ; 22g; 02w; 12g; 22w); (22g; 0 1b ; 1 2b ; 12w; 22w); (32g; 1 2b ; 2 2b ; 02w; 01w); (02g; 0 2b ; 1 1b ; 02w; 22w); (12g; 0 2b ; 1 2b ; 11w; 12w); (01g; 1 2b ; 22w; 0 2b ; 12w); (22w; 01g; 22g; 0 2b ; 0 1b ); (11w; 02g; 01g; 2 2b ; 0 2b ); (01w; 02g; 32g; 0 1b ; 2 2b ); (01w; 12g; 32g; 1 1b ; 1 2b ); (11w; 22g; 02g; 1 1b ; 2 2b ); (0 2b ; 01g; 32g; 22w; 01w); (1 1b ; 12g; 01g; 02w; 12w); (0 1b ; 12g; 22g; 01w; 12w); (0 1b ; 02g; 12g; 11w; 02w); (1 1b ; 22g; 32g; 11w; 22w): {01w, 11w, 21w, 0 1b , 1 1b , 2 1b , 3 1b , 01g, 11g, 21g, 31g} ∪ {02w, 12w, 22w,  0 2b , 1 2b , 2 2b , 02g, 12g, 22g, 32g} , with the hole on the vertices with ÿrst subscript equal to 1. A suitable decomposition of K21 − K11 is given by: (2 1b ; 02w; 21w; 22g; 12g); (1 1b ; 12w; 21w; 02g; 22g); (2 1b ; 22w; 11w; 12g; 32g); (3 1b ; 02w; 12w; 31g; 32g); (3 1b ; 12w; 22w; 01g; 02g); (1 1b ; 22w; 02w; 01g; 12g); (1 2b ; 01w; 02w; 11g; 12g); (2 2b ; 11w; 12w; 21g; 22g); (0 2b ; 21w; 22w; 11g; 32g); (2 2b ; 02w; 11w; 02g; 11g); (1 2b ; 12w; 01w; 12g; 21g); (0 2b ; 22w; 01w; 22g; 11g); (01w; 2 2b ; 2 1b ; 02g; 32g); (01w; 0 2b ; 3 1b ; 12g; 02g); (11w; 1 2b ; 3 1b ; 22g; 32g); (21w; 2 2b ; 0 2b ; 31g; 12g); (11w; 0 2b ; 1 2b ; 31g; 22g); (21w; 1 2b ; 2 2b ; 01g; 32g); (02w; 1 1b ; 0 2b ; 01g; 22g); (12w; 2 1b ; 0 2b ; 21g; 02g); (22w; 0 1b ; 2 2b ; 02g; 31g); (22w; 3 1b ; 2 2b ; 32g; 21g); (12w; 01g; 1 2b ; 0 1b ; 12g); (12w; 11g; 1 2b ; 2 1b ; 22g); (22w; 02g; 1 1b ; 2 2b ; 12g); (22w; 32g; 0 1b ; 0 2b ; 22g); (02w; 32g; 1 1b ; 1 2b ; 02g); (02w; 0 1b ; 02g; 0 2b ; 12g); (12w; 0 1b ; 22g; 1 2b ; 32g); (21g; 02w; 0 2b ; 12w; 2 2b ); (31g; 02w; 1 2b ; 22w; 2 2b ): (5 b ; 5g; 4w; 4g; 6w); (6 b ; 3g; 4w; 2g; 3w); (6 b ; 6g; 6w; 2g; 5w); (6 b ; 7g; 6w; 3g; 1w): along with the starter cycles (0x1; 0 (x+1)1 ; 0x3; 0 (x+1)3 ; 0 (x+2)2 ) and (0x2; 0 (x+1)2 ; 1 (x+2)3 ; 0x3; 0 (x+2)1 ), where x = 1; 2; 3 and addition is calculated modulo 3, but with 0 regarded as 3.
K 3(10) : Let the vertex set of K 3(10) be ∪n=1;2;3{0nw; 1nw; 2nw; 0 nb ; 1 nb ; 2 nb ; 0ng; 1ng; 2ng; 3ng} where n denotes the part of K 3(10) to which the vertex belongs. A suitable decomposition of K 3(10) is given by the following starter cycles: (0 xb ; 3 (x+1)g ; 0xg; 1 (x+1)w ; 2 (x+2)b ); (1 xb ; 2 (x+1)g ; 1xg; 0 (x+1)w ; 2 (x+2)b ); (0xw; 3 (x+1)g ; 2xg; 1 (x+1)b ; 2 (x+2)w ); (1xw; 2 (x+1)g ; 3xg; 0 (x+1)b ; 2 (x+2)w ); (0 xb ; 2 (x+1)g ; 0xg; 0 (x+1)w ; 2 (x+2)w ); (1 xb ; 3 (x+1)g ; 1xg; 1 (x+1)w ; 2 (x+2)w );
In the above decomposition x = 1; 2; 3 and addition involving x is calculated modulo 3, with 0 regarded as 3, while p; q ∈ {0; 1} and the sum p + q is calculated modulo 2.
Let the vertex set of K 5(5) be {01w, 11w, 0 1b , 1 1b , 01g} ∪ {02w, 12w, 0 2b , 02g, 12g} ∪ {03w, 13w, 0 3b , 03g, 13g} ∪ {04w, 0 4b , 1 4b , 04g, 14g} ∪ {05w, 0 5b , 1 5b , 05g, 15g} where the ÿrst number in each subscript denotes the part of K 5 (5) to which the vertex belongs. A suitable decomposition of K 5(5) is given by: (01w; 12w; 0 3b ; 04g; 05g); (11w; 02w; 0 3b ; 14g; 15g); (02w; 03w; 1 4b ; 05g; 01g); (12w; 13w; 0 4b ; 15g; 01g); (0 4b ; 1 5b ; 01w; 12g; 03g); (1 4b ; 0 5b ; 11w; 02g; 13g); (0 5b ; 1 1b ; 12w; 13g; 14g); (1 5b ; 0 1b ; 02w; 13g; 04g); (0 3b ; 0 4b ; 05w; 01w; 02g); (0 3b ; 1 4b ; 05w; 11w; 12g); (01g; 0 2b ; 0 3b ; 04w; 05w); (01w; 02w; 03g; 04g; 0 5b ); (11w; 12w; 03g; 14g; 1 5b ); (02w; 13w; 14g; 05g; 1 1b ); (12w; 03w; 04g; 15g; 0 1b ); (0 4b ; 0 5b ; 01g; 02g; 03w);
(1 4b ; 1 5b ; 01g; 12g; 13w); (0 5b ; 0 1b ; 02g; 03g; 04w); (1 5b ; 1 1b ; 12g; 13g; 04w); (0 1b ; 0 2b ; 03w; 04w; 05g);
(1 1b ; 0 2b ; 13w; 04w; 15g); (01w; 0 2b ; 03g; 1 4b ; 15g); (11w; 0 2b ; 13g; 0 4b ; 05g); (0 1b ; 12g; 03w; 14g; 05w); (21g; 1 3b ; 2 5b ; 22w; 24g); (01g; 1 3b ; 05w; 12w; 14g); (01g; 03w; 1 5b ; 0 2b ; 24g); (11g; 13w; 0 5b ; 12w; 24g); (21g; 13w; 2 5b ; 02w; 04g); (11g; 1 3b ; 15w; 1 2b ; 04g); (21g; 0 3b ; 05w; 0 2b ; 14g); (21w; 03g; 2 5b ; 02g; 04w); (01w; 13g; 1 5b ; 12g; 14w); (11w; 23g; 2 5b ; 22g; 04w); (1 1b ; 03g; 05w; 02g; 1 4b ); (21w; 13g; 2 5b ; 0 2b ; 04g); (01w; 33g; 1 5b ; 1 2b ; 14g); (11w; 33g; 2 5b ; 1 2b ; 24g); (0 1b ; 23g; 15w; 22w; 04g); (01g; 13w; 15w; 12g; 1 4b ); (11g; 03w; 05w; 22g; 2 4b ); (1 1b ; 0 3b ; 05g; 22w; 14g); (0 1b ; 1 3b ; 15g; 02w; 24g); (21g; 03w; 25g; 12w; 0 4b ): C 5(10) : Let the vertex set of C 5(10) be ∪n=1;:::;5{0nw; 1nw; 2nw; 0 nb ; 1 nb ; 2 nb ; 0ng; 1ng; 2ng; 3ng} where n denotes the part of C 5(10) to which the vertex belongs. A suitable decomposition of C 5(10) is given by: (2xw; 2 (x+1)w ; 0 (x+2)g ; 2 (x+3)b ; 0 (x+4)g ); (2 xb ; 2 (x+1)b ; 1 (x+2)g ; 2 (x+3)w ; 1 (x+4)g ); (2 xb ; 2 (x+1)w ; 2 (x+2)g ; 2 (x+3)w ; 3 (x+4)g ); (2xw; 2 (x+1)b ; 2 (x+2)g ; 2 (x+3)b ; 3 (x+4)g ); (0xw; 2 (x+1)g ; 2 (x+2)g ; 0 (x+3)b ; 2 (x+4)b ); (1xw; 3 (x+1)g ; 3 (x+2)g ; 1 (x+3)b ; 2 (x+4)b );
(0 xb ; 3 (x+1)g ; 0 (x+2)g ; 1 (x+3)w ; 2 (x+4)b ); (1 xb ; 2 (x+1)g ; 1 (x+2)g ; 0 (x+3)w ; 2 (x+4)b ); (0xw; 3 (x+1)g ; 2 (x+2)g ; 1 (x+3)b ; 2 (x+4)w ); (1xw; 2 (x+1)g ; 3 (x+2)g ; 0 (x+3)b ; 2 (x+4)w );
(0 xb ; 2 (x+1)g ; 0 (x+2)g ; 0 (x+3)w ; 2 (x+4)w ); (1 xb ; 3 (x+1)g ; 1 (x+2)g ; 1 (x+3)w ; 2 (x+4)w ); (pxw; q (x+1)g ; p (x+2)g ; q (x+3)b ; (p + q) (x+4)b ); (p xb ; q (x+1)g ; (p + 2) (x+2)g ; q (x+3)w ; (p + q) (x+4)w ):
In the above decomposition x = 1; 2; : : : ; 5 and addition involving x is calculated modulo 5, with 0 regarded as 5, while p; q ∈ {0; 1} and the sum p + q is calculated modulo 2. K6;6: Let the vertex set of K6;6 be ∪n=1;2{0nw; 1nw; 0 nb ; 1 nb ; 0ng; 1 nb } where n denotes the part of K6;6 to which the vertex belongs. A suitable decomposition of K6;6, is given by: (01w; 02w; 0 1b ; 0 2b ; 01g; 02g); (12w; 01w; 0 2b ; 1 1b ; 12g; 11g); (02w; 11w; 1 2b ; 0 1b ; 02g; 11g); (11w; 12w; 01g; 1 2b ; 11g; 0 2b ); (1 1b ; 1 2b ; 01w; 12g; 11w; 02g); (12g; 01g; 02w; 1 1b ; 12w; 0 1b ): K9;12+F : Let the vertex set of K9;12+F be {01w, 11w, 21w, 0 1b , 1 1b , 2 1b , 01g, 11g, 21g} ∪ {02w, 12w, 22w, 32w, 0 2b , 1 2b , 2 2b ,  3 2b , 02g, 12g, 22g, 32g} , where the ÿrst number in the subscript is used to denote the part of K9;12+F to which the vertex belongs. Assume that the edges wholly within the second part are {02w; 0 2b }, {12w; 1 2b }, {22w; 22g}, {32w; 32g}, {2 2b ; 02g} and {3 2b ; 12g}. A suitable decomposition of K9;12+F is given by: (0 1b ; 22w; 01g; 02w; 11g; 2 2b ); (01w; 02w; 0 1b ; 0 2b ; 01g; 02g); (01w; 12w; 0 1b ; 1 2b ; 01g; 12g); (01w; 22w; 1 1b ; 0 2b ; 11g; 22g); (01w; 32w; 0 1b ; 3 2b ; 01g; 32g); (01w; 0 2b ; 11w; 02g; 11g; 1 2b ); (01w; 2 2b ; 11w; 12g; 11g; 3 2b ); (11w; 02w; 1 1b ; 1 2b ; 21g; 22g); (11w; 12w; 1 1b ; 2 2b ; 21g; 32g); (11w; 22w; 11g; 32g; 1 1b ; 3 2b ); (11w; 32w; 01g; 22g; 2 1b ; 1 2b ); (21w; 02w; 2 1b ; 3 2b ; 21g; 02g); (21w; 12w; 2 1b ; 02g; 0 1b ; 22g); (21w; 22w; 22g; 1 1b ; 02g; 2 2b ); (21w; 32w; 1 1b ; 12g; 0 1b ; 32g); (21w; 0 2b ; 21g; 22w; 2 1b ; 12g); (21w; 1 2b ; 12w; 21g; 12g; 3 2b ); (2 1b ; 0 2b ; 02w; 21g; 32w; 32g); (2 1b ; 32w; 11g; 12w; 01g; 2 2b ):
